International interdisciplinary workshop
"Accretion and early differentiation of the terrestrial planets"
Saint Paul Hotel (formerly Maison du Séminaire), Nice

Travel information

Please note: The location of the workshop has changed its name – formerly Maison du Séminaire, it is now called Saint Paul Hotel: http://lesaintpaul-hotel.fr/

From the airport: Take bus no.98 from terminal 1 to the stop "Port" (Nicemap1.png). Fare is 6 Euro and tickets should be purchased at the terminal 1 bus office before entering the bus. The bus runs every 20 minutes (Nice airport bus98.pdf). By foot, the "Port" stop is 5 minutes from the Ibis and Kyriad hotels and 20-25 minutes from Saint Paul Hotel/Maison du Sémiar.

To Saint Paul Hotel (formerly Maison du Séminaire) from the Port:

By foot: 20-25 minutes

Bus. 20. Take it at the port. See where the stop is shown on the map (Bus20on.png) Get off at Nice - Parc Vigier. See where it is on the map (Bus20off.png)
Saint Paul Hotel/Maison du Seminaire is 50 meters further along the coast, on the left-hand-side of the road.

Bus. N. 30. Take it at the port. See where the stop is on the map (Bus30on.png) Get off at La reserve (Bus30off.png). Maison du Seminaire is just across the street.

Bus 20 runs about every 20min and bus 30 about every 25 min.
To see the timetable for these buses for the day of your arrival, go to http://www.lignesdazur.com/
then enter the number of the bus (20 or 30) in the box "Fiche horaire - Ligne.." in the column on the right hand side. For bus 20 choose direction Saint Sylvestre. For bus 30 chose the direction Riquier.

The link to the complete bus map of Nice is http://www.lignesdazur.com/ftp/plans_FR/NiceCentreSept13%2802%29bd.pdf

An important reminder - there is a cocktail reception (with food) on Monday 26 May, starting at 19:30, at Saint Paul Hotel (formerly Maison du Séminaire).

Locations of nearby restaurants - see map (restaurants.png)
For information: Lignes d’Azur will answer all your questions on 08 1006 1006 (call at local rates) from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday to Saturday
Also: information in continuous real time on www.lignesdazur.com

Horaires respectés dans des conditions normales de circulation à partir du 03/05/13
Ne circule pas le 1er Mai
Bus times are subject to traffic conditions - valid from 05/03/13
Buses do not operate on 1st May